
Partner Channel 
HR departments worldwide are accepting that properly 

delivered, comprehensive, total rewards statements 

are the best way for a company to communicate their 

employer value proposition to their team members. They 

understand that it is a critical tool to motivate, retain and 

recruit talent. 

The TotalRewardsBuilder.com platform is like nothing 

else in the marketplace today. You can produce secure 

online and visually engaging print total rewards statements 

for your clients. Leverage our dedicated customer 

success team to deliver world-class service to your 

clients − domestic and international. Use the platform to 

successfully retain clients and recruit new clients.

 

In this market, group brokers are expected to do a 
lot more with a lot less and they need partners to 
take some of the workload

Brian Kalish quoted in Employee Benefit Advisor

I’ve had experience working with several online 
systems to produce compensation and benefits 
statements, and the Total Rewards platform is 
the most intuitive and streamlined. In addition, 
the team was very responsive to our requests and 
flexible in responding to unique client needs.

Margaret Gee, Director of Communications 
Alliant Insurance - San Francisco, CA
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Add value for your 
clients without the 
additional workload.



Studies show that in 6 years 70% of the workforce 

will be generation Y, as a result, print statements 

will be much less effective than an online solution

Capabilities

• Stand-alone, cloud based total reward    

 communication platform that delivers    

 secure,  web-based total rewards     

 statements and high-end print statements at   

 one price

• Built-in analytics track e-mail deliverability,    

 employee utilization and survey results

• HR reporting feature allows for the    

 delivery summarized and graphed total    

 compensation expenditure data to    

 executives

• Multi-currency and multi-language

• Dedicated customer success support

• Branded to your agency or organization

Be pro-active before your clients inquire and help 

them utilize total compensation statements to 

retain and recruit employees.

We particularly liked the flexibility and capabilities 
of the software.  The project success manager 
literally created edits on-the-fly during web 
conferences. Powerful stuff because the client could 
see their ideas immediately-including those that 
wouldn’t work. REALLY cut down on the back 
and forth communications and the client was 
never left wondering ‘what if we...’ Our goals 
were significantly exceeded.

Simon Elliot, Human Capital Practice For Client Accuray
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Add value for your clients without 

the additional workload.

Visit TotalRewardsSoftware.com for a  

demo of TotalRewards Builder today.


